Interactive Session Plan
Organisation

Compact Defending Outnumbered

Age Group

Youth Team

Time Available

20 Minutes

Session Theme Compact defending: Defending when outnumbered in a compact area

Organization
2 goals either end, 2 goal keepers. A team of 4 (defenders), and a team of 6
(attackers) - under-loads can change dependent upon the size of the group (4v6).
Set out a curved (coned) tunnel on the pitch (as shown in the diagram) a thin end
at one goal, expanding out to using the full width of the pitch. This is the area the
teams must use when playing. The team of 4 are defending the thin end and
attacking the fat end. Always change the teams round so everyone gets a chance to
defend.

Key Coaching Points
- Body angle in relation to the ball? (Showing the attackers to the outside/inside?)
- Sit down, Slow down (knees bent, lowered center of gravity, attacker in touching distance of the defender).
- Cover (how close behind are the other defenders to the defender nearest the ball? Is their cover relevant for if
that defender is beat?)
- Are the defenders working as a unit and close together? (Compact, just over an arm length away from defender
in front - the area should help to already make the defending team compact)
- Communication and support from other defenders (organization).
- Can the defending team attack and break out if they win the ball? - Try to score.
- Shoulders facing direction you want the attack to play. Shut off all angles.

Click to insert session diagram

Progressions
Easier:
- Decrease the under-load's to overloads (6v4).
- Make the area smaller.
- Mix the teams for ability.
Harder:
- Increase the under-loads (3v7).
- Make the area slightly bigger (creating more space for the attackers).
- Create scenarios for each team to help aid motivation (attacking team has to score 2
to win the championship, defending team have to protect a 1 goal lead to with the
final).
- Introduce a points system for goals (if the defending team score its worth 2 points).
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